
Door Order Form 

In order for us to build your door we need some specifics. We may also request a picture. Please provide the 
information below. Feel free to reach out to our office with any questions.   

1. Are you needing a Complete Door with frame and threshold or just a door slab only? 

2. RO or frame size?  

3. Jamb Width? (This includes any wall framing, interior sheetrock or wall material and exterior sheathing and/or 
siding) 

3. a. Lumber Type requested? (Typically, we use Doug fir and/or Pine)  

b. Would you like stain grade or paint grade?  

c. Do you need it Epoxy sealed?  

d. Do you need it primed? 

4. Glass Type? (Doors are always tempered) Single or Dual pane? 

5. Threshold Color and Type?  

6. a. Will this be Inswing or Outswing? 

b. Right-hand or Left-hand swing? 

7. Hardware color? 

8.  a. Amount of lites and/or panels.  

b. Flat panel or raised panel? 

9. What type of sticking detail would you like? Ovelo, Bevel or Square? (more options available upon request) 

10. a. Would you like these bored for handles/deadbolt? (Typical boring is done at 36” from the bottom of the 
door for the handle (For single bore) and 41” from the bottom of door for deadbolt (for double bore). (We may 
need hardware shipped to us if there are specific mortise and/or boring requirements) 

b. Bore set back? ( Standard is 2 3/8” or 2 ¾" ) 

11. Delivery address to calculate taxes and delivery fees.  

12. Do you need sidelites?  

If ordering a Dutch door: 

1. Most of the time top of bottom Dutch door is approximately 36-40 inches, with remaining height to be the 
top Dutch door. Let me know if there need to be an adjustment here.   

2. Single bore (typically on bottom door) or double bore with dead bolt bore on top Dutch door. Set back at 2 
3/8" or 2 3/4"? (we may need handle and dead bolt if there is a specific mortise other than standard bore.) 
 
 


